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Things are changing. We must be ready for the days ahead.
It's time to look to the Book of Daniel for Answers.
Here is a new Tsiyon Video we've created with our Tsiyon Members in mind. Login at our Tsiyon
Member Site.
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Not a member yet? Sign up free here.

From Eliyahu
Hello Friends,
Here we are, at the last Sabbath of month 6, about to head into the 7th month of this very eventful Shmita year. Some think the events of this month will
result immediately in the "pre-trib rapture." They won't. Others think these events signal the immediate start of the Great Tribulation, or even that the
Great Tribulation has already begun. They are in error. They might otherwise be right, except for one thing - Messiah has sent four angels to hold back
the four winds of the Great Tribulation, because one more great fulfillment of Bible prophecy must occur before those winds will be allowed to blow
unhindered. The bond slaves of God must be sealed out of every tribe of Israel! (Revelation 7:1-8)
Right now, that great work involves the gathering of the faithful Remnant of Israel from all the places where they are scattered throughout the earth.
That work must now move forward with the greatest possible urgency. Without a doubt, current events about to unfold are harbingers of a great
darkness descending upon the world. They are, in fact, the precursors of the coming global government of the beast, foretold in Scripture. Even as birth
pangs signaling the nearing birth of the beast send shock-waves through the whole world, that work of gathering the Remnant must be completed.
Indeed, Messiah is using, and will use, the global shaking as a means of gathering His Remnant into the nation they must become. Be not afraid,
Remnant brethren. There is a place of safety being prepared for the Remnant. That place of safety can include you, if only you will come.
This month IS special. Here at Tsiyon we have been getting ready for this.
In fact, I have literally been getting ready for this all of my life. I was first introduced to the Book of Daniel as a young boy. As soon as I became aware
of its startling prophecies I was captivated by it. I have sought knowledge and understanding of the Book of Daniel for decades, since that Daniel
connection has had an ever-present call on my life. Even my firstborn son, now in his forties, I named Daniel, in honor of the great prophet I have so
admired. Through the decades much of what I had read about Daniel was shattered, as more and more truth came to light.
Since the beginning of this century I have been marking off the passage of the years according to the Book of Daniel, to the moment when I could
finally share what I have seen in this amazing Book.
In all of that time I have not been released to teach from the Book of Daniel at all. Now, finally, this month, of this Shmita year of 2015, it is finally
time! I am released to begin teaching from the Book of Daniel!
Join me live in real time this Succot as I walk you through the Beasts of Daniel. Some of this you know, but some of this nobody has known, as we
literally solve problems and puzzles of the Book of Daniel that have never been explained in a satisfying way before. This is the key to our future. If
you are not presently a Tsiyon Member sign up for a free membership today. Just register at Tsiyon.net and you will be included in this seminar. If you
are a Tsiyon Member just login and show up at the right times at our Tsiyon.net Tsiyon Member site. There is no cost for you to do so. If you've not
logged in before do it now, as we won't be able to provide tech support during the presentation. Let's get you up and running on the site in advance so
you are ready when the time comes. If you need help with that, call or email us right away.
The Feast of Trumpets is coming right up, and we are excited about it. Atonement will follow on the 10th, and we urge everyone to be in prayer that
day. However, the biggest thing for us this month will be the Beasts of Daniel Surfacing Live Seminar which we will be presenting to our Tsiyon
Members over Succot. Please, come and be a part.
Blessings and Shalom,
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Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org

Russian submarine with 20 ICBMs and 200 nuclear warheads is sailing to Syria
Reprint: DEBKAfile Exclusive Report September 7, 2015
Dmitri Donskoy TK-208
submarine heads for Syria

The world’s largest submarine, the Dmitri Donskoy (TK-208), Nato-coded Typhoon, has set sail for the Mediterranean
and is destined for the Syrian coast, debkafile reports exclusively from its military and intelligence sources. Aboard
the sub are 20 Bulava (NATO-code SS-N-30) intercontinental ballistic missiles with an estimated up to 200 nuclear
warheads. Each missile, with a reported range of 10,000km, carries 6-10 MIRV nuclear warheads.
The Russian sub set sail from its North Sea base on Sept. 4, escorted by two anti-sub warfare ships. Their arrival at
destination in 10 days time will top up the new Russian military deployment in Syria.
President Vladimir Putin’s introduction of a nuclear force opposite Syrian shores builds up what first looked like an
operation to fortify Assad’s regime in Damascus into a military expedition capable of an air and sea confrontation with

US forces in the Middle East.
US Secretary of State John Kerry suggested as much Saturday, Sept. 5, when he expressed concern over reports of Russia’s “increasing military
build-up in Syria” in a phone call to Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov. The State Department reported: “The Secretary made clear that if such
reports were accurate, these actions could further escalate the conflict, lead to greater loss of innocent life, increase refugee flows and risk
confrontation with the anti-ISIL coalition operation in Syria.”
Kerry was referring to potential Russian interference with US-led coalition air strikes against the Islamic State in Syria.
debkafile’s sources in Washington and Moscow report that the dispatch of a nuclear sub to Syrian waters is taken as a strong message that the Kremlin
will not let the US impede its military intervention in the Syrian conflict and will go to extreme lengths to keep the way open for the flow of Russian
troops to the war-torn country.
This situation has gone a long way beyond Obama administration intentions when US-Russian talks were initially held for US forces posted in
Turkey and Iraq, together with the Russian troops arriving in Syria, to launch a combined effort against the Islamic State. Those talks came to naught.

View this video Online to learn more about our upcoming Beasts of Daniel Surfacing Live Seminar this Succot.
Our New War on the Saints 2-DVD Set is available!
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Every Bible-Believing person needs this information!
The world has just shifted under our feet. There is an intention to vilify us and what we believe, and to use this as a weapon against us. This DVD Set
will help Bible-believers of all stripes understand what is really going on, so we can all be prepared for the road ahead. Have this War On The Saints 2
DVD Set available in your home to watch and discuss with other believers you care about.

Your thoughtful offering helps Tsiyon in our mission.
Receive this DVD set as our "thank you" upon sending your offering to Tsiyon!
Please make offering checks to:
Include your name and shipping address
Ask for "War on the Saints DVDs"

"Tsiyon" A130-425
5701 W Slaughter LN
Austin, TX, USA, 78749

Also, please help us get this information out by sending this newsletter to a friend.

Need to talk to us? - In the USA and Canada just call us toll free at (888) 230-2440 for help. Internationally, email us and we will arrange a phone or
Skype call for you.

Visit Tsiyon Messianic Radio
Thanks to our Tsiyon Ministry Partners for your support of this ministry!
Not a Tsiyon Ministry Partner yet? Visit our Tsiyon Website for full details.
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